Improvement plan for Hallett Cove East PS
2019 to 2021

School name

Hallett Cove East PS

Click to upload school logo

Vision statement

Hallett Cove East Primary School:
Learning for tomorrow’s world
Working together
Valuing each other and our future
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Plan summary
This table will be automatically populated
to provide a summary of your plan.

Goals
To show improvement across
all four proficiencies of
mathematics particularly in
years 5 to 7.

Targets
For 25% of those students enrolled in year 5 in 2019 to
achieve in the higher bands in NAPLAN Numeracy.

For 30% of those students enrolled in year 5 in 2019 to
achieve in the top quartile in PAT M as a year 6.
For 30% of those students enrolled in year 5 in 2019 to
achieve in the higher bands in NAPLAN in year 7.

To increase student
achievement in reading,
through the Big 6 in Reading
specifically Comprehension
and Oral Language particularly
across years 1 to 4

For those students (non-exempt) enrolled in year 3 in 2019 we want 86% to
achieve SEA in NAPLAN and 65% to achieve in the higher bands in Reading.

For those students enrolled in year 1 in 2019, 80% will achieve
21 or above in year 2 on the Running Records broadband scale.

Challenge of practice
Challenge of Practice: If we extend number sense,
mathematical thinking and the development of the
proficiencies through The Big Ideas in Number, involving
students in mathematical investigations and ensuring
that student voice is evident in sessions, then all
students will increase their achievement, particularly
through the higher bands.

Challenge of Practice: If we deepen expertise in the Big
6 and particularly Comprehension and Oral Language,
then all students will increase, and, be better able to
communicate their understanding in Reading.

For those students enrolled in year 3 in 2019 we want 90% to achieve SEA in
NAPLAN for year 5 and maintain the year 3 achievement in the higher bands.
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Improvement plan for Hallett Cove East PS

2019 to 2021

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this. In addition, your education director will provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 of 2018 and have it approved by the principal, governing council chairperson, and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 to 3) to your education director.
• Publish your school improvement plan on your school website.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the school year. This step does not need to be published on your website.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year. This step does not need to be published on your website, though it should inform the
Improvement Planning and Outcomes section of your annual report to the school community.
• Your school improvement plan will be current for 2019 to 2021 and should be updated in term 4 each year.

For further information and advice, contact:
Andrew Wells
Review, Improvement and Accountability Manager
Phone: 8226 1576
Andrew.Wells@sa.gov.au
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Step 1

Analyse and prioritise

Analyse evidence of student learning and answer the question ‘What are our goals for improvement?’ Specify up to 3
goals and annual targets for student learning improvement in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goals
Goal 1

Goal 2

Goal 3

Targets
To show improvement across all four
proficiencies of mathematics particularly
in years 5 to 7.

To increase student achievement in
reading, through the Big 6 in Reading
specifically Comprehension and Oral
Language particularly across years 1 to
4

2019

For 25% of those students enrolled in year 5 in 2019 to achieve in the higher
bands in NAPLAN Numeracy.

2020

For 30% of those students enrolled in year 5 in 2019 to achieve in the top
quartile in PAT M as a year 6.

2021

For 30% of those students enrolled in year 5 in 2019 to achieve in the higher
bands in NAPLAN in year 7.

2019

For those students (non-exempt) enrolled in year 3 in 2019 we want 86% to
achieve SEA in NAPLAN and 65% to achieve in the higher bands in Reading.

2020

For those students enrolled in year 1 in 2019, 80% will achieve 21 or above in
year 2 on the Running Records broadband scale.

2021

For those students enrolled in year 3 in 2019 we want 90% to achieve SEA in
NAPLAN for year 5 and maintain the year 3 achievement in the higher bands.

2019
2020
2021
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Step 2

Determine challenge of practice

Consider how improvements in teaching practice will help to achieve your improvement goals and answer the
question ‘What areas of practice should we focus on improving to reach our goals?’ Specify your challenge of
practice for each goal in the table below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Challenge of practice
Goal 1

Challenge of Practice: If we extend number sense, mathematical thinking and the development of the proficiencies through The
Big Ideas in Number, involving students in mathematical investigations and ensuring that student voice is evident in sessions, then
all students will increase their achievement, particularly through the higher bands.

Goal 2

Challenge of Practice: If we deepen expertise in the Big 6 and particularly Comprehension and Oral Language, then all students
will increase, and, be better able to communicate their understanding in Reading.

Goal 3
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Step 3

Plan actions for improvement

Consider evidence of best practice to answer the question ‘What actions should we take to improve our practice and reach our goals?’ Specify your
actions for improvement, timeline, responsibility, resources and success criteria for each goal in the tables below.
The Quality School Improvement Planning Handbook explains how to do this.

Goal 1
Challenge of practice

Actions

To show improvement across all four proficiencies of mathematics particularly in years 5 to 7.

Challenge of Practice: If we extend number sense, mathematical thinking and the development of the
proficiencies through The Big Ideas in Number, involving students in mathematical investigations and
ensuring that student voice is evident in sessions, then all students will increase their achievement,
particularly through the higher bands.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

In 2019 Breakspear PLC process to revise Big
Ideas in Number according to Guidebook
overview (linked with the first action in Goal 2).
In 2020 the focus will move to an area
identified through Diagnostic testing (eg Place
Value, refer to action 6)

2 (choice)
group meetings
per term +
follow up at
staff meetings
between

Leaders to facilitate PLC Term 1
Teachers to facilitate PLC Terms 2-4
SSOs to be invited to participate
in order for staff to have a clear understanding of
the Big Ideas then how these are effectively used
to ensure full understanding by students

Years 4-7 Student Observation
and feedback

Term 1 retraining
of Yr 6/7 students
Training of Yr 5
students
Observations in
all Yrs 5-7
classes in Terms
2 and 3

Leadership to undertake training of students
SVIL Partnership processes
with a focus on problem solving, reasoning and Time for leaders and teachers to train
student dialogue according to SVIL framework Time for observations
Leaders and teachers to facilitate observation
opportunities

R-7 Performance and Development processes
will focus on how the the 4 proficiencies are
being addressed in Mathematics through a
balance of explicit instruction and student
centred opportunities that are differentiated
with multiple entry and exit points.

Term 1 Week 5
PDP goals are
set
Term 2 PDP 6
month review
Term 4 12
month review

Teachers to complete PDP, goals and pedagogical PDP proforma
intent are clearly evident
Suggested Guidebook resources
Leaders and Teachers to discuss progress at PDP
review meetings both formally and informally
SSO PDP reviews for classroom support staff will
focus on numeracy support and review processes

Staff Meeting time for whole staff focus
Other Staff Meeting shareback time (from PLC
about 15mins)
Meeting time during the designated weeks - 1 hour
for PLC
SSO Meetings
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Step 3 continued
Goal 1 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

To show improvement across all four proficiencies of mathematics particularly in years 5 to 7.
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Yr 4-7 Teachers will collaborate to
determine consistent processes and
develop investigations to support
students to clearly understand learning
intentions and set learning goals
around the proficiencies

1 per term

Teachers working together in teams to develop processes
and consistent goal metalanguage and learning intentions
Teachers working with students to develop goals and
metalanguage
Teachers make the proficiencies clear in planning
Teachers make learning intentions clear in lessons

Staff Meeting time
Team Meeting time

Participate in Partnership LDAM PLC
processes to share and moderate
learning programs, developing
consistent practice in learning
intentions and ways to gather and
effectively use student feedback.

Terms 1 and 3
Partnership
Pupil Free Days
Terms 2 and 3
Partnership PLC
team meetings

Teachers
Cross partnership Teacher PLCs
Leaders LDAM WP

LDAM Resources

All students are tested using diagnostic tools
against the Big Ideas in Number. and follow up
action is taken to support development (This
process will continue into 2020 and provide
information about our specific target focus
area.)

Throughout
the year in
Team
Meetings

Teacher testing and analysis, individual and in teams
SSO Testing/Teacher analysis

Big Ideas in Number resources as identified in the
Guidebooks and suggested resources
Big Ideas in Number diagnostic tools
Dependent upon budget availability, 2 SSO
support lessons per class to develop areas of
understanding as data emerges over time

2 SSO support lessons per class to develop areas of understanding
as data emerges over time
Formal twice yearly review of success of SSO programs
PDP processes to address how the proficiencies are being developed
through the Big Ideas and how gaps are also being addressed.

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

WE WILL SEE AND HEAR STUDENTS CONFIDENTLY::
• engaging in reasoning conversations regarding their mathematics learning with other students
• explaining their thinking when working through problems
• giving meaningful feedback to others including the teacher about the learning
• continuing to use a growth mindset and stretching their thinking to challenge themselves
TEAM AGREED MEASURES TO DETERMINE LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT OF SUCCESS CRITERIA FROM:
• observations and recording of student discussion, dialogue and achievement against the 4 proficiencies in problematised tasks (including use of team agreed checklists and codes and leader walkthroughs)
• student Maths Journals and recording documents that record reasoning and understanding in specific tasks, and, growth from A to B
• data from the Middle Years Workshop model in Years 5-7 indicating student growth in fluency and understanding
• student achievement against personal goal setting
• TfEL Compass surveys
• feedback from formative assessment strategies according to the task and through Student Leadership structures (including SVIL and Forums on learning), and, summative assessment processes
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 2

To increase student achievement in reading, through the Big 6 in Reading specifically Comprehension and
Oral Language particularly across years 1 to 4

Challenge of practice

Challenge of Practice: If we deepen expertise in the Big 6 and particularly Comprehension and Oral
Language, then all students will increase, and, be better able to communicate their understanding in
Reading.

Actions

Timeline
2 (choice) group
meetings per
term follow up
at staff
meetings
between

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Leaders to facilitate Term 1
Teachers to facilitate Terms 2-4
SSOs to be invited to participate

Staff Meeting time
Other Staff Meeting time for shareback from PLC
(about 15mins feedback)
Meeting time during the designated weeks - 1 hour
for PLC
SSO Meetings

All staff collaborate in teams to develop Throughout
a common metalanguage around the Big the year
6 and specifically Comprehension and
Oral Language to support students to be
able to set appropriate learning goals
and develop a metalanguage toolbox

Teachers working together in teams to develop processes
and consistent goal metalanguage and learning intentions
Teachers working with students to develop goals and
metalanguage
SSO support through LLI and Speech support programs

Big 6 Best Advice Papers
Guidebook recommended resources
PAT resources

R-7 Performance and Development processes will
focus on how the Big 6 of Reading, specifically
Comprehension and Oral Language are developed
through Reading programs based on a balance of
explicit instruction and student centred opportunities
that are differentiated with multiple entry points

PDP processes to monitor success of class programs and
inclusion of learning intentions
SSO support lessons LLI, Speech, Literacy) based on
student identified need
Twice yearly formal and ongoing informal review of
success of SSO programs with Leaders

Revisit the Big 6 of Reading and in
particular Comprehension and Oral
Language through a Breakspear PLC
process using the Best Advice Papers
(Linked to the first action in Goal 1)

Term 1 Week 5
PDP goals are
set
Term 2 PDP 6
month review
Term 4 12
month review
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Step 3 continued
Goal 2 continued
Actions

Plan actions for improvement

To increase student achievement in reading, through the Big 6 in Reading specifically Comprehension and
Oral Language particularly across years 1 to 4
Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Student Voice/Re-Imagining
Childhood/Playful Learning and other
more formalised opportunities to
develop oral literacy including speaking
for, discussing with and engaging in
dialogue in a range of forums

Teachers to include in programming and
planning both their own and with students.
PDP processes to discuss how this is being
achieved.

Further R-7 development of Daily
Writing with a focus on Phonics,
Phonemic Awareness and Vocabulary
further building on improving spelling
(2018 Breakspear focus)

Ongoing team collaboration and with
students

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria

WE WILL SEE AND HEAR STUDENTS CONFIDENTLY:
• Speaking in a variety of forums
• Asking and answering a range of question types with a focus on interpreting and inferencing
• Having a go at sounding words, spelling and building vocabulary
• Engaging in conversations with others including discussions about texts and ideas and engaging in dialogue and reasoning in other areas of the curriculum (eg Mathematics and Science)
• Understanding and setting appropriate goals to help move their reading skills forward
TEAM AGREED MEASURES TO DETERMINE LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT OF SUCCESS CRITERIA FROM:
• observations and recording of student discussion, dialogue and achievement against Comprehension and Oral Language expectations from the Big 6 (including use of team agreed tasks, checklists and codes and leader walkthroughs)
• student achievement against personal goal setting
• use of CAFE checklists and Writer's Notebook/Bookmaking checklists
• observation and documentation of discussion between students working at "story tables"
• records from Individual conferencing
• use of comparative samples of student work over time to measure growth
• feedback from formative assessment strategies according to specific task planning and summative assessment processes
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3
Challenge of practice

Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources
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Step 3 continued

Plan actions for improvement

Goal 3 continued
Actions

Timeline

Roles and responsibilities

Resources

Total financial resources allocated
Success criteria
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School improvement plan

Approvals

Approved by principal

Name

Anne Rathjen

Date

5-2-19

Approved by governing council chairperson

Name Simon Gierke
Date

6-2-19

Approved by education director

Name Christine Hatzi

Date

15-2-19
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